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E S C A P E
CELEBRATING THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Aaron Cordell Johnson
I am searching for the sensation of the subject. 
I am interested in finding an authentic experience through the act of 
creation. My work involves physical interaction and passion for the 
subject. The paintings I create are the result of time, searching for just 
the right cloud formations, watching the colors, and experiencing what 
it means to be in an environment. Through these experiences I use color, 
brushstrokes, drawing and texture to express the lay of the land and its 
affect on me.
As an avid outdoorsman and passionate painter I hope to use my work 
to heighten our awareness of the significance of our surroundings, such 

as the way a cloud floats across the sky, how a dead trees branches pierce the sky, or the brilliant 
complementary colors of fall. Each painting is the culmination of absorbing, listening, feeling and 
observing my surroundings.

Alexander Chistov
Alexander Chistov’s exposure to Eastern European culture and American culture, as a young boy, 
helped him broaden his horizon as an artist. The artist’s exposure to art form both continents helped 
define the route he would later take from muralist to fine art artist.
Alexander Chistov was born in the Soviet Union and moved to the United States as a teenager, settling 
in Los Angeles California. He lived near Melrose Ave and Fairfax and was deeply influenced by the 
murals that ran across the alleys. Soon he picked up aerosol, as a medium, and started creating murals 
around the Los Angeles County. His murals prompted people to take notice of his talent and was 
commissioned to paint several murals for schools from the Los Angeles Unified School District. Creating 
huge murals helped Alexander learn new skills and techniques that would later help him transition into 
fine art.
After creating beautiful murals around the city , Alexander wanted to expand his artistic ability and got 
interested in traditional art. He fully emerged himself into learning everything about oil painting and 
realism. The artist studied old masters such as; Diego Velázquez, Joaquín Sorolla, Ivan Shishkin, Anders 
Zorn, and  Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema and many other masters. Alexander was able gather information 
about the techniques used by old masters and applied it to his paintings. The artist continues to learn 
daily about traditional art and hopes to polish his technique with each painting.
Alexander’s objective is to create paintings that will beautifully capture his subject and prompt the 
senses of the viewer.

Anthony Baus
Anthony Baus is an emerging figure in a new movement of artists across the country working in 
classical painting methods and practices. He describes his work as “romantically inspired narratives 
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created upon a scaffolding of ancient architecture, richly imbued with symbolism and mystery.” Baus’s 
current work hinges upon classic themes of time, religion and the Mithraic Mysteries. 
Baus is an alumnus and faculty of the Grand Central Atelier. He is the recipient of the 2015 Alma 
Schapiro Prize and 2019 Arthur Ross Award.

Brendan Johnston
Brendan Johnston (b.1984) is a compelling young painter and sculptor dedicated to representational 
fine art. Born in New York City, Brendan developed an early interest culture and history. After 
graduating from McGill University with a Major in Art History and Humanities, Brendan moved back 
to New York to pursue a career as artist.  In 2006, he began studying at the Harlem Studio of art. 
Then in 2008, Brendan enrolled in the Grand Central Atelier, where he diligently studied academic 
drawing, painting and sculpture.  In 2014, Brendan traveled to Italy to finish his studies by copying 
old master paintings in the Museums of Rome, Florence and Naples.  Now living in New York City, 
Brendan is a resident artist and teacher at the Grand Central Atelier.  He is currently creating dynamic 
works in nearly every genre of painting.  He is also working in the challenging medium of terra cotta, 
producing unique sculpture busts. Brendan’s work is represented by galleries in California, New York 
and Massachusetts.

Brian Johnson
I was born and raised in Salt Lake City Utah. My love for art started 
young as I was always trying to copy the style and cartoons of Calvin 
and Hobbes and Peanuts. My father had a book on the Louvre that I 
discovered and upon flipping though the pages I quickly fell in love with 
the old masters. I knew from an early age I wanted to paint portraits 
and landscapes at a high level. I attended the Masters Academy of Art 
in Springville Utah where I graduated this last spring and I will finish my 
studies at the GCA in the fall. To paint full time has been a goal of mine 
since I graduated high school and I feel I am very close to achieving that 
dream.

Brock Larson
Brock Larson (b. 1991) is a Minnesota painter, draftsman and instructor. 
After his Atelier training in Minneapolis, he helped his father Jeffery T. 
Larson found the Great Lakes Academy of Fine Art in Duluth at the tip 
of Lake Superior, where they currently teach the full-time program and 
workshops.
Brock is drawn to the natural beauty of the great outdoors, and enjoys 
the challenge of chasing the more elusive elements of landscape painting 
such as mood, impression, and light effect.

Danna Ray
Danna Ray’s paintings explore sensory perceptions of time and movement in changing landscapes. 
She paints directly on location and from her studio deep in the woods of the Black Mountains of North 
Carolina.
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David Troncoso
David Troncoso is a painter, draftsman, and woodworker from Long 
Island, NY, whose work is inspired by Renaissance and Medieval 
paintings, illustrations and frames. Troncoso first studied scientific 
illustration and music engineering at The School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago, but soon left to study in New York City at the Grand Central 
Academy. There he spent four years studying classical drawing, painting 
and sculpture in the GCA’s core program. Troncoso continued his 
training as a copyist at the MET completing numerous life size replicas 
in oil. He is currently the artist in residence at the William Steeple Davis 
Studio where he is combining all of his skills to build a large altarpiece.

Dina Brodsky
Dina Brodsky is a contemporary realist miniaturist, painter and curator. She was educated at University 
of Massachussets Amhers,t and the New York Academy of Art, where she received her MFA. She lives 
and works in New York City. She has taught privately, and in several institutions including the Castle 
Hill Center for the Arts, the Long Island Academy of Fine Art and the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Edward Minoff
Edward Minoff graduated with honors from NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts. Throughout his high school 
and college years he studied painting and sculpture at the Art Students League of New York, The 
National Academy School of Design, and later at Vassar College. He has also copied works at the 
Louvre, Prado, and the Metropolitan Museum, where he subsequently taught a class in copying master 
works. After co-founding the animation house, AMPnyc, he began to study at the Water Street Atelier 
(now known as the Grand Street Atelier). In 1999 the lure of the studio became irresistible and he left 
his animation company to fully devote himself to painting. Later, he journeyed to Italy to study at the 
Florence Academy of Art. His work has shown in New York, San Francisco, Santa Fe, Washington DC, 
Houston, Greenwich and Nantucket. Edward now teaches at the Grand Street Atelier, his former place 
of study.

Emilie Lee
Emilie Lee (b. 1981) is a classically trained oil painter who’s work is inspired by her adventurous 
lifestyle and the joy she finds in nature. From the deserts of southern Utah to the Japanese Alps, her 
plein air paintings celebrate the beauty and peace she finds in wild places. Through her writing and 
collaborations, Emilie has helped raise awareness and money in support of conservation efforts in 
the places she paints. Her greatest influences are the Hudson River School painters and their Russian 
counterparts - the Peredvizhniki. 
After earning a degree in illustration at the Rhode Island School of Design in 2004, her work as a 
freelance writer and illustrator was published by outdoor adventure publications including “Alpinist 
Magazine”, Patagonia, and “Rock and Ice.” In 2008 Emilie moved to New York where she spent four 
years studying with renowned painter and educator, Jacob Collins. For three years after that she was 
a principle artist and instructor at the Grand Central Atelier. She is also a senior fellow at the Hudson 
River Fellowship. After eight years in NYC and a brief move back to her home state of Vermont, Emilie 
Lee is now based in Carpinteria, California. 
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Erik Koeppel
Erik Koeppel (b.1980) is a traditional New England based landscape painter who has become a 
leader in the revival of the techniques and philosophy of the Hudson River School. Koeppel studied 
extensively in museums, and in nature to arrive at the determination that the powerful methods of the 
masters are in fact an urgently needed voice in contemporary culture. In mastering these techniques, 
this assertion has been proven by the extensive success his work has found nationwide, in the form of 
awards, publications, academic recognition, exhibitions, and collectability. His naturalistic paintings 
are created without the use of photography.

Jesse Powell
Jesse Powell was born in 1977 in Los Angeles, California.  He 
graduated from the University of Puget Sound with a Bachelors of Fine 
Arts Degree in painting and drawing, and went on to study Russian 
Impressionism in the Republic of Georgia. A third generation painter, 
his influences include many of todays living artists, such as Matt Smith, 
Clyde Aspevig, and John Cosby, along with many California and 
american impressionists. Jesse’s work has received numerous awards, 
including second place in the 2013 Plein Air Salon, the Irvine Museum 
prize for best landscape painting at the 2019 California Art Club Gold 
Medal Exhibition, and in 2014 Jesse became the first living artist to have 

a painting acquired for the permanent collection of the Irvine Museum.  Jesse’s paintings have been 
exhibited in numerous solo and group exhibitions, including shows at The Fischer Museum at USC,  The 
Laguna Art Museum, The Pasadena Museum of California History, The Pasadena Museum of California 
Art, and The Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History. Jesse is a signature member of the California 
Art Club, a signature member of the Laguna Plein Air Painters Association and an artist member of the 
Plein Air Painters of America.

Kadin Goldberg
Kadin Goldberg is a landscape painter from the Rocky Mountains of 
south central Montana. After graduating from the University of Montana, 
Missoula with a B.A. in Psychology, he decided to pursue his childhood 
passion of art. He studied portrait and figure drawing at the Angel 
Academy of Art in Florence, Italy and continued his studies at Angela 
Cunningham’s Fine Art Studio in North Carolina. While primarily a self-
taught painter, his technical training in traditional drawing techniques 
informs his current body of work. Throughout Kadin’s artistic career 
he has received numerous awards including First Place in the 2018 
Emerging Artist Category at Art Muse Contest Online, First Place (2017) 

and Second Place (2018) in the Rocky Mountain Juried Exhibition in Red Lodge, MT as well as Third 
Place in the competitive Borrego Springs Plein Air Invitational.  Today Kadin can be found painting in 
plein air events across the Western United States while living in his vintage camper and enjoying the 
outdoors.

Kamille Corry
“The human figure, in all its infinite beauty of rhythm, expressiveness, anatomical structure and design, 
is inexorably infused wit the most complex of features: the individual soul.” - Kamille Corry
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Realist painter Kamille Corry’s art education and apprenticeship began 
in Florence, Italy, where she pursued etching studies at Il Bisonte and 
drawing and painting at Studio Cecil-Graves. Thereafter, Ms. Corry also 
trained extensively with noted painter D. Jeffrey Mims in Florence and 
North Carolina. Corry’s paintings reflect her classical training and fine 
craftsmanship, rendering the figure in a modern, provocative light.
From 2002 - 2012 Ms. Corry founded and directed the Corry Studio 
of Figurative Art in Salt Lake City, Utah. In recent years, Kamille has 
been teaching intensive workshops in the US and Europe. Ms. Corry is 
Vice President of the Academy of Classical Design in North Carolina 
(Director, D. Jeffrey Mims). She now spends her time painting in Salt 
Lake City and Florence, Italy.

Ken Salaz
After graduating from Cooper Union and painting landscapes around 
the world, Mr Salaz continued his education with Leonid Gervitz of 
the Repin Academy and Nelson Shanks. He trained three years at The 
Water Street Studio of Jacob Collins and spent two summers with him 
at the Hudson River Fellowship in the Catskill Mountains. His mastery 
of technique shows a diverse flexibility of expression, allowing him to 
capture a wide range of light effects.  In addition, his solid background 
in traditional techniques used by the “Old Masters” also allows him the 
groundwork to create works that have a unique poetic expression. His 
work is held in numerous prominent collections across the United States. 
His work and processes have been featured numerous times in notable 

Magazines and Publications such as “Fine Art Connoisseur”, “International Artists”, “American Art 
Collector” and “Plein Air”. Mr. Salaz is seen by many as a new and unique voice emerging from the 
Tonalist tradition, such as George Inness, and breaking into new ground with his own modern voice of 
Poetic Realism. His new book released in 2019 entitled “Landscapes in OIl” is a #1 Seller on Amazon 
and is receiving high praise. He also released an instructional video in 2019 entitled “Majestic 
Landscapes” that is already considered a staple in any landscape painters collection.

Ken Yarus
Ken Yarus was raised in Kalispell Montana, not far from Glacier National Park. The landscape inspired 
him, along with many artists who encouraged his passion. Using the John and Anne Taylor Scholarship 
he was able to pursue an Academic Education at the Ashland Academy of Art and Grand Central 
Academy of Art. New York City taught many lessons, and a longing for the wilderness was one. Ken 
returned to the mountains of Montana to paint plein air and large landscapes, aiming to capture the 
immensity and value of the mountains.
“My personal love for nature and adventure inspire my art. I strive to communicate an emotional value 
about my subjects by exploring the nuances of colors and textures that make them unique. Balancing 
the realistic representation and the deeper emotional value is a constant struggle that will always 
motivate my work.”

Lauren Sansaricq
Lauren Sansaricq grew up in Columbia County, New York, where from an early age she was exposed 
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to both the beauties of the Hudson Valley and, under the teaching of 
Thomas Locker, a traditional approach to landscape painting. Taking 
Mr. Locker’s advice Miss Sansaricq received academic training in 
drawing and painting at the Grand Central Academy of Art in NYC.  
In 2011, at just 21 years old, she was taken under the representation 
of Hawthorne Fine Art, a prestigious New York gallery specializing in 
19th century Hudson River School Painting. Miss Sansaricq was also 
honored with a solo show in New York at Hawthorne Fine Art that same 
year. Sansaricq’s work has been exhibited in Manhattan at historic 
venues like the Salmagundi Club, the National Arts Club and the Union 
League Club. In 2012 she had a solo show at Saint Anselm College, 

and had her work featured at the Boston International Fine Arts Show. One of Sansaricq’s paintings 
was also featured in the New York Times, surrounding the show she was apart of, “The Great Hudson 
River Exhibition”. Today Sansaricq’s artwork is in collections throughout the country, and is hung beside 
some of the best American painters of the past. She also teaches every summer on the Hudson River 
Fellowship and occasionally at Grand Central Atelier in NYC. Sansaricq now resides in the Catskill 
Mountains following in the footsteps of the great Hudson River School painters of the past.

Marc Dalessio
Marc Dalessio is a naturalistic painter who at a young age has established himself as one of the 
foremost plein-air landscape painters working today. He is also one of the top portraitists currently 
working in Europe.
Marc’s artistic training began at the University of California at Santa Cruz where he majored in 
biology and fine art. He then moved to Florence, Italy and trained as a portraitist for four years under 
Charles Cecil at his atelier, where he excelled and became an advanced painting teacher at the 
school. Currently a part-time landscape painting instructor at the Florence Academy of Art, Marc keeps 
a studio in Florence, Italy but travels for much of the year. Recent painting expeditions have included 
Greece and Albania, Morocco, Rajasthan, Sicily, Kenya, and the Caribbean. His works are in private 
collections worldwide.

Ryan Brown
Ryan S. Brown received his BFA in illustration from Brigham Young 
University in 2002.  In 2003 Ryan studied drawing at the Florence 
Academy of Art in Florence, Italy, after which he opened his own 
drawing school, the Classical Drawing Academy, which operated 
from 2003-06.  From 2004-2006 Ryan also taught at the Los Angeles 
Academy of Figurative Art, BYU, and Utah Valley University.  In 2007 
Ryan returned to Florence to finish his painting studies, graduating in 
2008.  Ryan won “Painting of the Year” and the President’s Award his 
final year at the FAA.  Upon his return from Florence in 2008, Ryan 
opened the Masters Academy of Art (MAA).  This school has received 

Art Renewal approval and more information can be found at www.mastersacademyofart.com or at 
www.artrenewal.org.  Students at the MAA have won top awards in the ARC Scholarship competition 
and the Alpine Fellowship.  Ryan has won top honors in the Stacey Scholarship, Art Renewal Center 
Scholarship and has won an Award of Exceptional Merit in the Portrait Society of America.  He has 
had numerous articles published on his work in American Artist Magazine, American Art Collector 
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Magazine, International Artist Magazine, The Artist’s Magazine, Fine Art Connoisseur, Art of the West 
and Southwest Art Magazine.  Ryan’s work can currently only be purchased directly from him and can 
be seen on his website at www.ryansbrown.com.

Sharon Schock
Sharon Schock is a California based artist known for her bold, colorful 
urban landscapes. She practices the art of daily painting, meaning that 
she paints “alla prima” and completes one new painting every day. 
Painting this way keeps her paintings loose and lively. Sharon has been 
painting for most of her life, she started using oils at age 6. While at 
Westmont College she experimented with other mediums, completing 
her senior project in digital painting. But after earning her B.A. in Fine 
Art in 2006 she returned to painting in oils once again. In 2018 she 
took up gouache, a type of opaque watercolor, and has found it to be a 
wonderful addition to her oil paintings.

Her chosen subject matter is a mix between landscapes and cityscapes, a little bit of everything. It’s 
really the light involved that draws her to a subject. When she paints she wants the result to be clear 
and present. Instead of striving to make a copy of what she sees, she wants to simplify the whole 
in order to amplify the one thing that’s best about it - the color, light or shape. She also wants her 
paintings to give a sense of structure and detail while still maintaining the character of the individual 
brushstrokes.

Thomas Kegler
Renowned artist, Thomas Kegler, is a self-taught painter, producer, and 
certified teacher residing in Western New York.  He is internationally 
recognized as an Associate Living Master by the prestigious Art Renewal 
Center, Master Roycroft Artisan, member of the NYC Salmagundi Club, 
Painting Instructor for the Grand Central Academy in New York City, 
and Senior Fellow with the Hudson River Fellowship. Kegler’s traditional 
oil paintings of landscapes, still life, and figures draw from the Masters’ 
approach to the canvas. Revisiting the processes and techniques of the 
“Old Masters” in light of classical and contemporary subjects guides his 
expression of life’s subtleties.

Kegler’s work has been shown internationally in numerous solo and group exhibitions at many 
distinguished galleries and museums. His paintings reside in several prominent collections throughout 
the world. His work and processes have been featured in notable magazines and publications 
including American Arts Quarterly.
Kegler is committed to the consistent growth and development of his skills and to the promotion of art 
education with an emphasis on classical techniques. He has self-produced an instructional documentary 
video focused on traditional plein air painting approaches. Kegler regards the act of painting as an 
opportunity to celebrate the beauty of God’s creation -  portraying temporal experiences as poetic 
statements.


